
Canon Launches First HD Laser Projector in Their Interchangeable Lens Projector 
Range 

 
The LX-MU800Z laser digital light processing (DLP) projector offers a 20,000 hour light source, and up to 

8,000 lumens of brightness for a wide range of applications. 

 

 
Phnom Penh, 01 September 2016 – Canon today announced the launch of the LX-MU800Z, the 
company's first single-chip DLP projector with a Laser Phosphor Light Source that delivers a maximum 
brightness of 8,000 lumens, for up to 20,000 hours. The projector possesses native WUXGA, with a 
display resolution of 1,920 x 1,200 and dynamic contrast ratio of up to 10,500:1. The LX-MU800Z's 
combination of a long-life laser light source, sealed filter-free system, seven interchangeable lens 
options, and a wide array of advanced features makes it ideal for a range of applications where excellent 
image quality and low maintenance are essential.  
 
"The introduction of Canon's first laser projector strengthens our interchangeable lens series to meet 
the demands of a diverse market. The LX MU800Z laser DLP projector is able to sustain extended periods 
of continuous projection with its long-lasting laser source and no-filter system. Coupled with its 
advanced adjustment and rotation features, users can project onto a wide range of screen surfaces and 
also obtain a 360-degree orientation on the vertical axis, making it the ideal projector for digital signage, 
auditoriums and art exhibitions." said Edwin Teoh, Head of Marketing, Singapore Operations, Canon 
Singapore.  
 
Flexible installation and ease of use 
With the ability to rotate 360 degrees at all angles on the vertical axis, the versatile LX-MU800Z is also 
capable of projecting in portrait applications1. With seven interchangeable lens options for the LX-
MU800Z, the lens can be quickly installed and removed allowing users to easily switch around the 
options.  
 
For enhanced installations, the LX-MU800Z also offers motorised lens shift that enables users to adjust 
the vertical and horizontal positioning of the projected image, and motorised zoom and focus, using the 
included remote. The projector's lens memory function can also store up to eight different custom lens 
positions, which includes lens shift, zoom and focal length for added convenience. With the range of 
advanced geometric and professional imaging adjustments, the projector can be used to accommodate 
custom installations.  
 
High image quality at low maintenance cost 



The LX-MU800Z features an expanded colour gamut that covers RGB, enabling beautiful colour 
expression. Precise brightness settings can also be easily achieved according to specific requirements. In 
addition, there is no need for filter replacement with the projector's sealed system. Coupled with its 
long lifetime of 20,000 hours, total cost of ownership for users is also greatly reduced.  
 
Operating on a laser light source reduces the need for the projector to power up / shutdown, as the 
need to warm up or cool down the lamp is eliminated. This enables the LX-MU800Z to support 
continuous projection.  
 
Versatile connectivity and enhanced network management 
The versatile LX-MU800Z projector is extremely adaptable for multiple built-in terminals including 3G-
SDI, HDMI, DVI-D, and a built-in HDBaseT™ receiver2. This allows uncompressed HD video, audio, and 
control signals to be transmitted over a single LAN cable with a maximum distance up to 100 meters.  
 
The LX-MU800Z is compatible with Crestron, AMX, and Extron devices enabling control and the 
monitoring of multiple projectors on a network. It also supports PJLink™, ideal for observing lamp hours, 
usage and more.  
 
Availability 
The LX-MU800Z is now available at all Canon authorised dealers.  
 
Product specifications 
LX-MU800Z 
Dimensions: Approximately 500 (W) x 216 (H) x 594mm (D) 

Weight:  Approximately 28kg 
Brightness: 8,000 lumens 
Resolution: 1,920 x 1,200 (WUXGA) 
Contrast ratio: 1050:1 / 10500:1 (Dynamic Black Off/On) 
HDMI: Yes 
HDBaseT: Yes 
 
1 Using the projector in the following situations may reduce the lifetime of optical parts: (1) When the 

lens faces downward during projection, (2) When the air intake vent of the projector faces downward 

during portrait projection.  
2 The combination of a TX (transmitter) and RX (receiver) is required in order to create an HDBaseT 

system. Since the RX (receiver) is built into this model, and the TX (transmitter) is sold separately by 

another manufacturer – functionality cannot be guaranteed. Please check compatibility before use.  

 

 

 

 

 



About Canon Singapore Pte. Ltd. 

Canon is a global leader in photographic and digital imaging solutions. Canon Singapore Pte. Ltd. is the 

headquarters for South & Southeast Asia driving sales, marketing and service strategies. Besides 

handling the domestic market, the company leads 18 other countries including subsidiaries in India, 

Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam. The parent company Canon Inc. has a global network of close to 300 

companies and employs close to 200,000 people worldwide. It is dedicated to the advancement in 

technology and innovation and commits more than 8% of its total revenue each year to R&D. Canon is 

consistently one of the top few companies to earn the most number of patents over the last 20 years. As 

a Fortune Global 500 company, Canon is guided by its kyosei philosophy that focuses on living and 

working together for the common good. 

About i-Qlick Marketing Co., Ltd. 

i-Qlick Marketing Co., Ltd. is Canon’s authorized agent in Cambodia for various Canon consumer 

products, namely Canon Digital Still Camera, Canon Digital Single Lens Reflex Camera, Canon Camera 

Accessories, Canon Digital Video Camcorders & Equipment, Canon Laser B/W Printers, Color Printers, 

Canon Inkjet (Bubble jet) Printers, Canon Scanners, Canon Projectors and Canon Original Inks & Media. i-

Qlick is the Canon Authorized Service Centre for these Canon products. All products, except 

consumables, purchased from i-Qlick come with a 12+3 extended month warranty when register online. 

i-Qlick also runs the Canon Imaging Academy  (a photography school) and Q-Studio (Canon’s 

professional photography studio). i-Qlick Canon Showroom is located on No. 146, Preah Sihanouk 

Boulevard, Phnom Penh, staff by a team of dedicated i-Qlick sales executives. 
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